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Raam Daan Raam Daan is about Krish, a poor kid who is paid to play a role in his friend Arjun's wedding. Arjun has a big
wedding in his mind but Krish's antics distract Arjun and he never ends up getting married. Sakka Murakku Sakka Murakku
revolves around Kishan, a con man, who is supposed to get engaged to his friend's daughter but fails, with Arjun's help.
Dushmani Raaj Karega Raaj Karega revolves around Kishan and Arjun, two boys who are best friends. One of them, Kishan
falls in love with the daughter of a rich millionaire. The other one, Arjun, is in love with Kishan's girlfriend. Bol Ek Pal Bol Ek
revolves around Kishan, a con man, and Arjun, his friend and protege. Arjun is the boy of the rich girl in Kishan's life. Kishan
persuades Arjun to get engaged to the girl, even though Arjun doesn't want to. Gulmohar Fantasy Gulmohar Fantasy revolves
around two men, Arjun and Kishan, who are best friends. Arjun is the boy in love with Kishan's girlfriend. Kishan falls in love
with Arjun's girlfriend. Periplus series Periplus books were first published by Ananda Publishers in the UK. Later, Ananda
released the Periplus series in various Indian languages. Periplus was originally published in Hindi and English. Later, the series
was translated into various Indian languages like Marathi, Gujarati, Kannada, Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, Urdu, Oriya, Bengali,
Marwadi, Punjabi, Malay, Sinhalese, Assamese and Bengali. Most of the Periplus books are read from cover to cover and each
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has a moral theme. They are characterized by their title "Periplus", with "Peri" meaning con, "plus" meaning charm and "plus"
meaning money. Periplus, a series of 27 English books, are written by one author, H. M. Naik. The series features a character,
Kishan, who, as the story progresses, realizes his true nature. H. M. Naik started his writing career with 82157476af
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